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ABSTRACT

Distracted walking due to smartphone use is on the rise resulting in growing concern over pedestrian safety and well-being. Our study measured the walking speeds of pedestrian groups differentiated by their smartphone use in two different environments—a wide pedestrian bridge at a university, and a narrow footpath on a busy commercial street. The results show that groups of people, phone users, and often followers of phone users, walk significantly slower than solo walkers uninfluenced by phone. Especially on the narrow street, people in groups and phone users are seen to not only slow themselves down but also slow the people walking behind them.
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使用智能手机让越来越多的人在走路的时候分心，也让行人安全和福祉问题日益受到关注。我们的研究通过两个不同的环境：大学里的宽阔人行天桥，狭窄的繁忙商业街人行道。研究不同的智能手机使用方式对行人群体步行速度的影响。结果表明，人群、电话用户以及频繁关注电话用户的行走速度，明显慢于没有电话影响的独行者。尤其是在狭窄的街道上，人群中使用电话的用户不仅放慢了自己的脚步，也让其身后的人群步伐变慢。

行与说：智能手机使用和群聊对行人走路速度的影响
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1 INTRODUCTION

Growing environmental and health concerns have directed a multitude of research into walking, pedestrian behaviour and safety (Papa, 2008; Rahaman & Lourenco, 2010; Shbeeb & Awad, 2013; Soltani et al., 2018). Our study examines the impact of smartphone use on pedestrian movement. While walking is a multi-dimensional activity serving various purposes like mobility, leisure, exercise, social interaction, etc., this study focuses mainly on the transport aspect of walking, especially walking speed. Walking speed has been measured in a variety of contexts ranging from pace of life studies to human factors and behavioural to transportation studies (Chandra & Bharti, 2013, Clark-Carter et al., 1986; Finnis & Walton, 2008; Fitzpatrick et al., 2006; Franek, 2013; Levine & Norenzayan, 1999; Moussa et al., 2010; Tanaboriboon, 1986; Tarawneh, 2001; Walmsley & Lewis, 1989). But as smartphones have come to be almost ubiquitous across the world, the issue of smartphone use while walking arises. With increasing phone-related injuries and incidents among pedestrians (Nasar & Troyer, 2013; Smith et al., 2013), the behavior of distracted pedestrians has been widely investigated. The majority of the studies are however experimental (Mwakalonge et al., 2015) and report diverse findings. While (Haga et al., 2015; Nasar et al., 2008) and (Schwebel et al., 2012) find distracted pedestrians to exhibit unsafe behaviour, (Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2012) find them to act with more caution, and (Stavrinos et al., 2011) and (Timmis et al., 2017) find their behaviour to be unaffected by distractions. Nevertheless, when pedestrians were observed in their natural environments, those that were distracted with activities using phones were found to walk slower and display less caution (Nasar et al., 2008; Bungum et al., 2005; Hyman et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2012). Bungum et al., (2005) assessed the relationship between distracted walking and routine cautionary behaviours of pedestrians crossing a street. Trained observers recorded the distractions (wearing headphones, talking on a mobile-phone, eating, drinking, smoking, or talking with another pedestrian) and cautionary behavior (looking left and right before crossing, entering the crosswalk only during the ‘walk’ phase) of 866 pedestrians. Using regression analysis, they found that distraction was negatively but weakly correlated with displaying caution.

In one of their studies, (Nasar et al., 2008) observed the behaviour of 127 pedestrians at three cross walks to estimate their safety. They found that mobile phone users crossed more unsafely than those using iPods or none of the devices. (Hyman et al., 2010) observed 317 pedestrians crossing a square at Western Washington University and investigated the effects of divided attention during walking. They observed that mobile phone-users walked slower, changed directions more frequently, and were less likely to acknowledge people and notice unusual activities in the surroundings in comparison to the others. They did not find any significant differences in behaviour across genders, in contrast to (Ortiz et al., 2017) who found females and the young to be more prone to distraction by phone use or talking to others in their observation of pedestrian and driver interactions. In another study, (Thompson, 2013) observed 1102 pedestrians at 20 high-risk intersections in Seattle, Washington to investigate the impact of technological and social distraction on pedestrian cautionary behaviours and crossing times.

They found mobile phone use and talking with a companion to increase crossing times. In an examination of the association between distracted behaviours and optimal crossing behaviour, they found text messaging while crossing to be associated with the highest risk. While many studies show smartphone use reduces the walking speed of the distracted pedestrian, the impact of the smartphone using pedestrians on the walking speed of those following them and the pedestrian traffic in general has been unexplored. Our study addresses this gap. We investigate the impact of smartphone using pedestrians on others and the overall walking speed in different pedestrian environments in Sydney, Australia, by recording and examining video footage. Our hypothesis is that smartphone using pedestrians become obstacles for the non-smartphone users, who thus slow their walking speed.
The alternative hypothesis I that pedestrians not using smartphones adapt their behaviour to accommodate the smartphone users by perhaps weaving around them and increase their walking speed to overtake. In this scenario, the use of smartphones would primarily affect the walking speeds of individual pedestrians using the devices but would not actually have any effect on the average speed of other travelers. In addition, the behaviour of pedestrians in groups is studied and posited to have similar effects.

2 METHODOLOGY

We examined pedestrian movements at two sites:
− on a university pedestrian bridge - City Road Bridge;
− on a busy commercial street - Bay Street.

At each of the sites, we recorded the pedestrian activity and measured walking speeds based on the collected footage. From the videos, we carefully logged the distance covered in the frame, and the time taken for each pedestrian to pass through the frame to extract their walking speed. Speed was calculated by dividing the distance walked by the time taken to walk. Each pedestrian was time stamped, and their direction of travel was noted. Other characteristics recorded include gender, whether they walked alone or in a group, and whether or not they were using their phone while walking.

Fig. 1 Site 1: City Road Bridge. (a-left) Camera Layout (b-right) Measuring Zone: 24 m on the west (far) side of the Bridge, 18 m on the east (near)

The datasets for sites 1 and 2 have 180 and 477 reference items respectively, each one corresponding to a pedestrian, and include the relevant information on that pedestrian as outlined above. The data were broken down for analysis based on gender, walking in groups, and smartphone usage: the walking speeds of the pedestrians in various categories were then evaluated. Further, to explore the impact that phone users had, the walking speeds of pedestrians following phone users with a headway less than 5 seconds were also evaluated. Finally, the results were tested for statistical using z-tests. Details of each of the sites are discussed in turn.

3 SITE 1: CITY ROAD BRIDGE

Site 1 (Fig. 1) consists of a pedestrian bridge over City Road on the University of Sydney campus. Video footage was recorded during a school day, April 24, 2018 between 11:24am and 12:34pm, just prior to lunchtime to ensure maximum pedestrian traffic. During the recording period, the conditions were clear, with light breeze and approximately 23°C. Pedestrian movements in the first ten minutes of the video were logged for speed measurement.
The logged data were then analyzed in conjunction with a more general observation of the rest of the footage. The general observation of the footage offered insights into trends that the logged data did not pick up. For example, the most obvious trend seen in the video observation is that pedestrians who were texting while walking were careful to keep to the left in their direction of travel (in Australia, pedestrians generally walk on the left). In this people walking in groups. Based on this observation, further information was logged from the videos: the number of times that pedestrians overtook one another and whether the pedestrians overtaken were using smartphones or not.

4 SITE 2: BAY STREET

Three videos were collected at Bay St, Ultimo, NSW, a busy street in a commercial district. They had been collected from 4:42 pm to 4:55pm on a Tuesday, 1 May, 2018, and from 11:11 am to 11:28am and from 4:22 pm to 4:38 pm on a Wednesday, 13 June, 2018. The camera was located about halfway on the east sidewalk facing west between Grose St and Broadway (refer to Fig 2(a) and (c)). The camera was facing West and was placed on the other side of the road in order not to narrow the walkway under observation. The segment observed is shorter than in site 1 to avoid distractions in movements caused by shop entrances and exits. We expect this to aid the comparability of the results.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PEDESTRIANS

The characteristics of pedestrians observed at sites 1 and 2 are shown in Tab. 1. Pedestrians at site 1 were mainly university students, which explains the similar share of female and male pedestrians. The greater number of female pedestrians at site 2 could be due to its location in a commercial shopping district, as shopping remains gendered (Roy Dholakia, 1999; Taylor et al., 2015). Interestingly, an equal share of female and male students used their phones while walking, while male pedestrians on Bay Street were seen to use phones more than their female counterparts, an observation that contrasts the findings of studies where female pedestrians were observed to be equally or more likely to be distracted (Hyman et al., 2010; Ortiz et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2013).

Phone usage was nevertheless observed to be higher among students than pedestrians in the commercial district, as one would expect. Gender was significant in another dimension: women were more likely to walk in groups than men at both sites, and the likeliness was significant at site 1. Pedestrians following phone users with a headway less than 5 seconds were sporadic at both sites.
Walking speeds of pedestrians observed at both sites differentiated by gender, phone use, and walking companions are shown in Tab. 2. As one would expect, the average walking speed on the busy Bay Street (site 2) was higher than that on the wide, dedicated pedestrian bridge on campus (site 1).

As expected, pedestrians using phones had lower walking speeds than those not using phones and the general walking speeds, but the difference was not significant enough to fall outside the standard deviation of the general walking speed at both sites. The results for phone use followers do not align with our initial hypothesis that pedestrians using phones would slow down the other pedestrians around them. Pedestrians using phones had no discernible effect on the walking speed of the pedestrians following them.

While the walking speeds of phone user followers at site 2 were comparable to the speeds of phone users, at site 1, pedestrians following phone users had speeds higher than the average. This is perhaps because phone using pedestrians were overtaken by the surrounding pedestrians who increased their walking speed temporarily during the overtaking, thereby producing no net effect on the general pedestrian speed.

To investigate this hypothesis, further analysis on overtaking patterns was undertaken at site 1 - discussed in the subsequent section.

The general walking speed of male pedestrians was slightly higher than that of the female pedestrians at both sites. This difference was fairly consistent across the categories except for male phone users at site 1, however the difference fell within the standard deviation.
The average walking speeds of male phone user followers at site 1, and male pedestrians walking in groups at both sites are almost negligibly lower than that of their female counterparts. Pedestrians walking in groups had lower walking speeds than those walking alone and the general population at both sites. Although a clear slowing in the tempo of pedestrians walking in groups as compared to those walking alone was evident at site 1, the difference was not large enough to fall outside the standard deviation of the general walking speed. The difference was even smaller at site 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MALE</th>
<th>FEMALE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People overtaken</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding phone only</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone with no phone</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People that overtook others</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texting</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding phone only</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not using phone</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3 Data on the Overtaken: Site 1

5.3 OVERTAKING PATTERNS AT SITE 1

Tab. 3 details characteristics of the overtaken and the overtaking pedestrians. For the analysis of overtaking patterns, we differentiated phone using pedestrians by what they appeared to be doing on their phones - texting, calling or just holding their phones while walking to identify patterns at a greater detail. Among all the observed pedestrians, only 33 (18%) were overtaken. The data show that female pedestrians were more likely to be overtaken than male pedestrians. This is likely because most female pedestrians who were overtaken were walking in groups, and of the people who were overtaken, 48% were walking in groups. It may be that women are more likely to be overtaken simply because they are more likely to walk in groups, as seen in Tab.1, or there could be another unknown reason for this that has not been captured by this investigation. Male pedestrians were more likely to overtake than female pedestrians, perhaps because they tend to walk faster as seen in 1.

Overtaking pedestrians were likely to be walking alone (91%), and not using their phones (95%). A group of two people, one male and one female, was the only group to overtake in the footage. One male pedestrian held his phone as he overtook, and one female pedestrian managed to overtake while texting - in fact, she overtook two people. The analysis on overtaking patterns was undertaken with the expectation that most pedestrians who were using phones would be overtaken. However, results show that the vast majority of people who were using phones were not overtaken.

The following additional points were noted during observation of the footage:
- texters kept to the left (Australia is a drive/walk on the left country) in their direction of travel - they tended to hug the wall as they passed over the bridge, and most looked up periodically;
- people in groups appeared to be less aware of their surroundings and took up more space than texters;
- no collisions or near misses were noted;
- pedestrians more easily overtook people using smartphones than people walking in groups;
A slightly higher number of women (5%) than men carried their phones without using them: this could be explained by the fact that women’s clothing has less functional pockets than men’s clothing. If a female pedestrian was between texts, she may be less likely to put her phone away in her bag where she would be unlikely to hear or feel notifications, whereas a male pedestrian may be more likely to slip his phone back in his pocket while waiting for a reply. In addition, some women may keep their phone in their hand while listening to music for a similar reason. Without examining all the female pedestrians’ pockets or asking them why they were holding their phones without using them, it is hard to make a definitive statement on this.

Overall, the results from the data collected on the City Road Bridge indicate that smartphone usage among pedestrians has little effect on overall pedestrian speed. However, this seems counter-intuitive given that people using smartphones have been shown to walk more slowly than without a smartphone, and walk with a reduced ability to follow a set pathway correctly (Bugum et al., 2005; Haga et al., 2015; Hyman et al., 2010; Lopresti-Goodman, 2012; Nasar et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2010). Increases in injury rates have also been documented (Nasar & Troyer, 2013; Smith et al., 2013). It is thought that the effect of smartphone use would be more significant in areas with heavier pedestrian traffic, at different times of day, and perhaps with a slightly different demographic.

Most of the pedestrians seen in the video footage were almost certainly university students, around 18-35 years. At around 11:30 am, these students would not yet be late for a 12pm class, and so would not likely be rushing. Further, just before 12pm is about the time friends may meet for lunch, and therefore be more likely to be walking in groups than using their phones. Another location and time of day may yield different results. At 8am in Sydney CBD for example, a high volume of pedestrians aged 18 years and up would more likely to be walking alone on their way to work.

It is possible that under this scenario, smartphone use is more prolific and the effect on general pedestrian speed would be more significant and obvious. Further, a higher number of people walking past one another may mean that smartphone usage among some pedestrians does slow the walking speeds of other people.

The barricades on the sides of the pedestrian bridge may also be affecting pedestrian behaviour. It is noted that most texters kept to the left and stayed very close to the barricade they walked. However, if the edge of the footpath met a busy road this may not be the case: people using smartphones may be more likely to walk close to the centre of the footpath where they would be more difficult to overtake.

6 SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

To test the observed results for validity, we performed a series of Z-tests and found that the Z-test generally corroborate the observations, as shown in Tab.4.

The differences in walking speeds between most groups are significant beyond an 80% level. This is also true for the comparisons between sites. The results can hence be validated to be significant.

7 CONCLUSION

Observation of walking behaviour reveals or confirms the following: Males walk faster than females, females are more likely to walk in groups, females are more likely to carry articles in their hands than males. The results of the investigation from site 1, a wide university bridge, show that pedestrians using smartphones did not have a significant impact on overall pedestrian speed on the pedestrian bridge. Average walking speeds of pedestrians walking near smartphone users were not significantly different from the average speed. Overtaking pattern analysis showed that most people using smartphones were not overtaken either. It was found that people walking in groups were most likely to be overtaken by other pedestrians. In contrast, site
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